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On March 1, 1990, Nishnawbe-Aski Legal Services Corporation was
created to address the shortcomings in the administration of justice
within Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN); and to improve access to justice for members of NAN.
Since 1990, NALSC has grown steadily and worked hard to develop
a professional image, and to hire qualified staff to carry out the corporation’s mandate.

Innovative and creative programs have made NALSC a leader, and
at times – an example, in alternatives to justice options. NALSC has
met with success in these areas.

MANDATE

The crime committed by the
offender can cause a ripple effect of harm from the victim to
their families, and into the
community.
In a larger sense, the social
fabric that binds communities
is damaged when crime happens as well. Offenders may
feel deep remorse, but not have
the opportunity to make
amends to the victim, or to
make positive changes in their
lives.
In restorative Justice the
aim is to involve victims,
offenders, and the community in a meaningful, proactive approach that attempts to create value and
learning.

To promote creative community-based justice systems and to deliver on a wide range of law-related services including legal, paralegal, public legal education, and law reform services to members
of Nishnawbe-Aski Nation.

MISSION:
To deliver the programs and services in a culturally appropriate
manner sensitive to the unique values, customs and traditions of
NAN communities.

OUR VALUES & PRINCIPLES
Unity, Self Governance, and
Sustainability
Respect and Dignity
Integrity and Honesty
Sharing and Partnership

Humility
Courage
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Compassion and Caring
Wisdom
Truth

A crime is a violation against
one or more persons by another, rather than as an offence against the crown.
In the westernized justice
system, an offender is seen
as having committed an offence against the crown. In
restorative justice, the crime
is viewed primarily as a violation against the victim and
a community.
As a result, restorative justice involves the people
linked to the incident – the
offender, victim, and members of the community – and
works towards a holistic
healing approach to deal
with how the offender will
repair the harm caused by
their crime.

WHAT IS PRE-CHARGE RESTORATIVE JUSTICE?
The pre-charge restorative justice program is modelled after the post-charge program. The principles of restorative justice are based on respect, compassion and inclusivity. Restorative justice encourages meaningful engagement and accountability
and provides an opportunity for healing, reparation and reintegration.
Pre-charge restorative justice means that diversion methods are used BEFORE criminal charges
are laid. The process starts with a traditional circle, lead by a Pre-Charge Restorative Justice Worker (PCRJW). While attending the circle it is the goal to reach an agreement. Within this agreement,
the offender agrees to take a course of action to repair harms caused by him/her to the victim. It is
a up to the offender to put in the effort and dedication needed to uphold the agreement. If the offender is successful in meeting the conditions set by the circle, then the matter is closed. If the conditions are not successful, the matter is referred to the referring party for potential charges stemming from the offence(s) committed.
Restorative justice gives opportunity for the offenders to hear how their crime harmed the victim,
and a safe place to talk about what happened. It is within the healing circle that the offender becomes responsible for making amends to the victim and the community. This can be presented in
requirements such as: community service, traditional healing, hunting, and gathering, letters of
apology, enrollment in specific programming etc.
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It is important not to have strict policies on which cases can be referred to
the pre-charge restorative justice program. Each case and all its circumstances should be thoroughly reviewed to determine eligibility.

“It is important NOT to have
strict policies on which cases
can be referred to the
Pre-Charge
Restorative Justice Program.
Each case and all its
circumstances should be
thoroughly reviewed to
determine eligibility”

who can refer?
Referrals can come from anywhere
Court & Crown Attorneys
Police Officers
Probation Officers
Peace Keepers
By-Law Officers
Chief and Council
Principals & Teachers
Community Resource Workers

Restorative justice is defined as an alternative form of justice that focuses
on addressing the harm caused by crime while holding the offender responsible for their actions. In our pre-charge program, we also include cultural healing and traditional resources. A healing circle is done in this process, and provides an opportunity for the parties directly affected by the
crime – victims, offenders and community members – to identify and address their needs to repair the harm caused by the crime.
The principles of restorative justice are based on respect, compassion and
inclusivity. Restorative justice encourages meaningful engagement and
accountability and provides an opportunity for healing, reparation and reintegration.
Pre-charge restorative justice means that diversion methods are used before criminal charges are laid. The process starts with a traditional circle,
lead by a restorative justice facilitator. While attending the circle it is the
goal to reach an agreement. Within this agreement, the offender agrees to
take a course of action to repair harms caused by him/her to the victim. It is
a up to the offender to put in the effort and dedication needed to uphold the
agreement. If the offender is successful in meeting the conditions set by
the circle, then the matter is closed. If the conditions are not met the matter
is referred back to the referring party for potential charges stemming from
the offence(s) committed.
Restorative justices are being used for civil matters, neighborhood disturbances (i.e. Barking dogs, loud music), workplace disputes and harassment.
In schools, restorative justice circles are being used for serious discipline
problems like bullying, truancy and harassment. For criminal matters, restorative justice circles are most commonly used as a pre-charge diversion
at the referring party’s discretion. This process has been used for both
youth and adults for all types of cases…here are just a few examples of
charges referred:
Theft
Assault
Break and Enter
Breaches
Bullying
Covid 19 Infractions
Mischief

Trespass to Property
Public Intoxication
Impaired Driving
Fail to Comply
Disturbances
Disputes
Repetitive Warnings

How does it work?
Through Nishnawbe-Aski Legal Services proven Restorative Justice
model, Community Youth Justice Workers (CYJWs) will receive youth
diversions from the courts, police and probation officers in the communities that they serve.
Once diverted, the CYJWs will begin to plan for a justice circle to take

place where the youth will be afforded the opportunity to fully understand their behavior and how it has affected those around them in a
manner that is traditionally and culturally suited to them.
Through the involvement of the victim, offenders and the community,
the CYJWs will facilitate healing circles towards a resolution that affords reparation, healing and successful re-integration while preventing further harm. Youth will be held accountable for his/her actions.
This program gives all involved an opportunity to have a voice, to heal, and to grow within themselves and
their communities. We want people to access further resources from this process as well as develop selfdetermination for positive decision making. Through motivation and understanding, Restorative Justice works
towards changing the mindset of offenders to live more positively and recognize their strengths as individuals. Lastly, we also aim to replace ineffective, non-traditional and culturally unsuitable justice systems with
more culturally appropriate community based healing methods.

All referrals can be downloaded on our Website
http://www.nanlegal.on.ca
Or contact your NALSC Worker

STEP 1) RECEIVE THE REFERRAL
Referral form needs to be sent to the restorative justice worker, either from a local officer, a community member or Chief
and Council.
STEP 2) SPEAK WITH THE CLIENT
After receiving the referral the next step is to speak with the client, it is best to do this in person where you can get a feel
for the client’s willingness to move forward with the process. If the client is unwilling to participate, they may need a reminder that it is possible to refer their charges back to court if that is their preference. During this period, have the client
fill out the client information form outlining their history, emergency contact information etc., and explain to them the
circle process.
STEP 3) CONTACT THE VICTIM
Once you have discussed the circle date and time with the client, your next conversation should be with the victim. This is
the individual who has been harmed the most, and as such is a key participant in the circles success. Once first contact has
happened explain to the victim the circle process and the part each participant would play in the circle. While speaking
with the victim let them know they are not being ordered to appear and that it is their choice to participate. However, if
the victim feels they are not ready to participate physically, there are other methods that they can use to participate.

STEP 4) FINDING A LOCATION
In order to do a restorative justice circle there needs to be a space big enough to house all the possible participants. This
space can be anywhere, although it should be kept in mind that not all places will be acceptable. Speak to the local band
office about rentals for space as these types of areas are ideal.
STEP 5) CONTACTING COMMUNITY SUPPORTS
After contacting the client and the victim, the next step would be contacting both parties support, which can include family and friends. Once that happens the facilitator should contact members of the community to also assist in the circle, if
possible the officer that was present for the case, an elder from the community, community support individuals such as
nurses or health practitioners etc.

STEP 6) ADDITIONAL PREPARATIONS
Facilitators should envision how the circle may unfold. This becomes easier as facilitators gain experience and understanding of the dynamics of circles. In order to help with understanding the flow of a Circle process a Circle Script is provided. This should be read through to determine the order that the participants will speak, and it should be noted using a
seating chart. Facilitators should also ensure the conference room is reserved and that participants were told the correct
time, date and location for the Circle.
Facilitators may put a sign on the door saying, “DO NOT DISTURB: CIRCLE IN PROCESS.” In addition, facilitators will
provide tissues, which signify to the participants that emotional expression is acceptable, and refreshments for the informal period after the circle.
If facilitators are concerned about handling a particular situation, they should seek advice from a colleague who has been
trained in facilitating Restorative Justice Circles. NALSC provides direct support for facilitators, via phone, email, or other
suggested means.

STEP 7) HOW DO YOU RUN A RESTORATIVE JUSTICE CIRCLE
After the introductions and greetings have been made, the restorative justice worker or circle facilitator
states the reason or purpose of the circle and advises all the parties to the circle (including the offender
and the victim) that they have a legal right to leave if they do not want to partake in the circle.
The facilitator then makes an opening statement and he or she refers to the incident, and how the circle
participants will work towards mending the harm that was done. Everyone is then given a moment of
reflect on this opening statement. There is also the option of opening the circle with a prayer from an elder, this would be discussed previously with the participants before the date of the circle.
The offender would then speak first. Inherently he or she is asked first whether he or she voluntarily
takes responsibility for his or her actions. Then the victim is given an opportunity to speak about how the
incident has affected him or her. Next the victim’s supporters would have a turn speaking. Finally, the
offender’s supporters are called upon. Then, after each person in the circle has spoken about how the offence has affected them the focus of the circle is changed to deciding how best to repair the harm. This is
where all the participants work towards creating circle agreements. If an agreement is reached, satisfying
all parties, it is documented and accepted by being signed by both parties. Before closing the conference,
the facilitator gives everyone an opportunity to express any final thoughts and do a closing prayer.
STEP 9) SETTING UP AGREEMENTS
After the Circle Agreements have been made, the next step will be completing the outlined agreements
from the circle. This may require some assistance from the facilitator and can include things like speaking with elders, or shop keepers, or band council members who may be able to provide places for community service hours.
STEP 10) COMPLETING THE PROGRAM
Once the circle agreements have been completed, your client has finished all of the requirements for the
circle and will be free to go however, it should be discussed that there are additional programs available
including the Youth Intervention program which assists youth in providing them with activities to keep
them occupied and have positive social interactions with youths their age.

The Circle

Circle Participants
The following individuals should be invited
to participate in the circle:
The victim and their

supporters

The offender and their

supporters

Key persons involved in helping the offender

and

victim such as youth workers, social workers,

teachers and counselors
Elders &

Leadership

